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ABSTRACT
A pulsar is a rapidly-rotating, highly magnetized neutron star which emits electromagnetic
radiation, and has a rotational axis that is tilted from its magnetic axis. This discrepancy causes the
radiation to sweep across the line-of-sight of our radio telescopes as the star rotates, separating the
radiation into discrete pulses. Some pulsars exhibit episodes of “nulls”, defined to be groups of
consecutive pulses with drastically reduced pulse-power. The standard hollow-cone emission model lacks
a way to adequately describe these nulls. This observation has led to the development of the partiallyfilled-cone emission model. The goal of my research has been to determine empirically if the partiallyfilled-cone emission model is an improvement over the standard hollow-cone model in explaining the
observed emission characteristics of pulsars B0751+32 and B0525+21. The characteristic fit of these
pulse-sequences to both models has been accomplished using the following analytic methods:
Colourplot, variation in pulse energy diagrams, average pulse profiles, average null profiles, null
histograms, null-length histograms, burst-length histograms, longitude-resolved fluctuation spectra,
pulse-modulation quelling, null-threshold comparisons, and analysis of expected single pulses preceded
and followed by a null. These analyses have revealed conclusive evidence of null-periodicity in both stars,
supporting the application of the partially-filled-cone model. However, because of the absence of partial
nulls, and the presence of periodicities that appear in only a single component, it is not clear that either
model can be used to adequately describe all features of the collected data.
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INTRODUCTION
Pulsars were first discovered in 1967 when postgraduate Jocelyn Bell detected a point in the sky
which moved according to sidereal time and emitted a pulsed radio signal [1]. Radio waves are a type of
low energy electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength between 1 mm and 100 km. Typically, pulsar
observations focus on wavelengths on the order of one meter, corresponding to a frequency of 327 MHz.
To date, there are over 2100 [2] identified pulsars in the Milky Way. When compared with the estimated
100-400 billion stars in our galaxy, this relative scarcity highlights the difficulties associated with finding
and identifying pulsars.
A pulsar, like all neutron stars, is created when a massive star (typically 6-15 solar masses),
having exhausted its core hydrogen needed for nuclear fusion, undergoes gravitational collapse in a Type
II, Type 1b, or Type 1c supernova. This remnant is only 10.5-11.2 km in diameter [1] (the diameter of our
own Sun is approximately 1,390,000 km) yet has a mass on the order of twice that of our Sun. In order
for angular momentum to be conserved, the new, smaller object must spin faster than the star from
which it originated. A pulsar is incredibly magnetic: fields up to 10 12 Gauss can occur, compared with
approximately 100 Gauss in a normal star, and on the order of 0.5 Gauss, on Earth. The rapid rotation of
the star rotates the magnetic field (denoted B), which creates an electric field (denoted E), that
accelerates charges. These charges radiate by the curvature radiation process. The interior of neutron
stars consists primarily of a neutron fluid, in equilibrium with approximately 5% protons and electrons
[1], which are created by neutron decay. This neutron-based matter is over 600-million-million times
denser than water (6.7 x 10 14 g cm-3). This is comparable to the density of an atomic nucleus, which is
roughly 2.7 x 1014 g cm-3. The surface of the star is composed of crystalline iron nuclei, while lower layers
of the crust are composed of the nuclei of the heavier elements formed only in supernovae.
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The emissions of pulsars allow the
physical and electromagnetic properties of this
type of neutron star to be studied in ways that
would otherwise not be possible. A model used
to explain the emission pattern of pulsars
proposes that the electromagnetic features we
observe are caused by two hollow emission
cones, one located over each of the poles, each
made up of about 20 rotating subbeams [3] whose rotation is driven by E x B drift. These “hollow cones”
each surround a central region of core emission. The amount of time it takes these subbeams to make a
complete circuit around the cone is called the circulation time. Carousel circulation time gives a measure
of the E x B drift, and thus reflects the field strengths in the very exotic region above the polar cap. The
star's rotational axis is tilted from its magnetic axis so that as the star rotates, radiation is swept across
our line-of-sight, giving the emissions a pulsed appearance. Individual pulses are composed of subpulses
created by the individual subbeams of the emission cone. These subpulses may appear to “drift”
longitudinally [4], a result of the cone's rotation.
This model, considered to be the standard model, predicts several peculiarities observed in
single-pulse analysis. Though not present in every pulsar, one may expect to see episodes of nulls in
which a group of consecutive pulses exhibit drastically reduced pulse-power. This model has been
successful in describing the behavior of many pulsars, in particular, those without frequent nulls.
However, this model does not explain the behavior seen in pulsar J1819+1305, which displays long,
inconsistent nulls separated by irregular intervals. An update to this standard model was therefore
proposed [5] which includes the possibility of partially-filled hollow cones, in which one or more of the
subbeams in missing, or too weak to be significantly detected. Such a geometry explains the erratic
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behavior of pulsar, J1819+1305. Preliminary analyses have indicated that the emission patterns of
pulsars B0751+32 and B0525+21 have long nulls of inconsistent length separated by irregular intervals.
Thus these pulsars appear to be good candidates for testing the general applicability of the partiallyfilled-cone model.

OBJECTIVE
To investigate whether the partially-filled-cone model of pulsar emission can explain the
behavior of pulsars B0751+32 and B0525+21.

METHODS
Observations were made utilizing the 327 MHz and 1400 MHz meter-wavelength, radio
capabilities of the Arecibo Observatory, the largest single-aperture telescope in the world. Table 1
(shown below) provides a summary of the observations used.
TABLE 1: Pulsar Information
B0525+21 B0751+32
Rotation Period (seconds)

3.75

1.44

Right Ascension

0525

0751

Declination

21

32

Distance from Earth light years

7,436.5

12,785.6

miles

4.37 x 1016 7.52 x 1016

TABLE 2: Observations
Pulsar

Observation Name Date Taken Frequency (MHz) Band

B0525+21 52854l

Number of Pulses

08/03/2003 1405.0

L-Band 512

52916p

10/04/2003 327.0

P-Band 636

55104p

09/30/2009 327.0

P-Band 1505

55105l

10/01/2009 1400.0

L-Band 1441

55283l

03/28/2010 1170.0

L-Band 247

7

55522l

11/22/2010 1177.7

L-Band 640

56164p

08/25/2012 325.7

P-Band 1099

B0751+32 52916p

10/04/2003 327.0

P-Band 1248

54015p

10/07/2006 327.0

P-Band 2080

55105l

10/01/2009 1400.0

L-Band 1245

55987p

03/01/2012 325.7

P-Band 4327

56459p

06/16/2013 333.1

P-Band 4850

The emission data was collected over periods of time ranging from 15 minutes to 2 hours. A
number of analytic methods are used to visualize and study these emission patterns. Methods that I
employed include the following eleven:
A Colourplot (shown at right) provides a qualitative
way of examining the evolution of pulse-structure
throughout an observation. This is done by color-coding
each pulse's intensity at each degree of longitude. A
pulsar's rotation is divided into 360° of longitude. Pulsar
B0751+32 has a rotation period of about 1.44 seconds, and
B0525+21 has a rotation period of 3.75 seconds [2]. For
B0751+32, this means that each degree of longitude
corresponds to a 1.44/360 = 0.004 second delay. We set
the center of the emission cone, as it passes our sight-line,
to be equal to 0° longitude. We then observe that the leading edge of the emission cone passes our
sight-line at -12° longitude (or about 12*0.004 = 0.048 seconds before the center of the cone passes our
sight-line) and the trailing edge of the emission cone passes our sight-line at 12° longitude (or about
0.048 seconds after the center of the cone passes our sight-line). Thus, the physical structure of the
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pulsar's emission leads to a temporal delay in detection, which we translate back to a longitudinal
measure of orientation. Thus, in a colourplot, each row represents a single pulse. The detail (i.e., the
amount and variety of color in each row) corresponds to the intensity of emission received over time,
during that pulse. Therefore, we can look at how the intensity distribution of each pulse in the
observation is similar, different, and how the pulses evolve throughout the observation.
Variation in Pulse Energy graphs the total intensity of each pulse, versus time. Time is measured
in units of pulse number.
An Average Pulse Profile is an average of the pulse-profile of each individual pulse in the
observation. This can be understood by imagining the average of each row of a colourplot, combined
into a single graph that uses intensity as an axis, rather than denoting intensity with a color-scale. Also
displayed is the position angle, which is expected to jump from 90° to -90°, as the center of the cone
passes the telescope's line of sight.
An Average Null Profile shows the profile of all null periods. All pulses with total intensity lower
than a certain percentage of the average pulse intensity (called the “null threshold”) are designated as
nulls. The profiles of these null pulses are then averaged in the same way as is done for the average
pulse profiles. If the null threshold has been set correctly, the power in an average null profile will not
match the average pulse profile. If this is the case, it is an indication that pulses have been incorrectly
designated as nulls, and are contributing their power to the null-profile. Thus, the average null profile is
a way of checking the validity of the null threshold.
A Null Histogram shows the number of pulses that occur at each level of average integrated
intensity. Average integrated intensity is the intensity of a single pulse divided by the average intensity of
all pulses. This type of visual is useful, because in a nulling pulsar, one may observe a large number of
“pulses” just slightly above zero average integrated intensity. These are, in fact, nulls. There is often a
reasonably evident cutoff below which most of these null pulses occur; by carefully noting the average
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integrated intensity at which this cutoff occurs, it is possible to tag which pulses are indeed pulses, and
which should be considered nulls.
A Burst Length Histogram shows the number of bursts of each length that occur in an
observation. A burst is defined as a series of consecutive pulses that are not interrupted by a null. This is
a useful way of testing for non-randomness of nulling.
A Null Length Histogram shows the number of nulls of each length that occur in an observation.
The length of a null is determined by the number of consecutive null pulses that occur uninterrupted by
pulse signal.
A Longitude-Resolved Fluctuation (LRF) analysis shows the fluctuation power at different
periodicities. The x-axis is in units of frequency*P, where P is the rotational period of the pulsar. The yaxis traces the longitude of the pulsar in which signal is detected. A pulse profile is drawn across parallel
to the y-axis for reference. Different colors are used to indicate periodic intensity at a specific
frequency*P. One may use the pulse profile to locate a specific component of the star, and then scan
across the figure to observe periodic behavior of that component at different periodicities. For instance,
if one observes a red (high intensity) smear in the first component, above 0.1 frequency*P, then we can
deduce that there is periodic behavior in the first component, which occurs roughly every 10 periods.
Parallel to the x-axis is a line graph of the periodicity averaged over all included longitude, so that one
can detect, empirically, at which periodicities pulse behavior is most periodic. LRF analyses are motivated
by Fourier transforms. When the number of bins used in a transform is increased, detail increases, but so
does noise. Because of this, a variety of different length transforms are used for LRF analyses. A higher
bin-count increases the detail with which periodic features may be observed, a lower bin-count increases
the strength of subtle periodic features.
Pulse-Modulation Quelling (PMQ) was first developed by Herfindal and Rankin [8]. After a nullthreshold is established with a null histogram, PMQ processing replaces every pulse with an average
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pulse, and every null with zero power. This removes any periodic behavior that may come from
secondary sources, such as sub-pulse modulation. After PMQ analysis, any periodic features that remain
in a LRF spectra must be entirely driven by null periodicity.
In a Null-Threshold Comparison, PMQ analysis is performed at two different null thresholds.
Looking at a null histogram, a high threshold—which defines a greater number of pulses as nulls—and
lower threshold—in which fewer pulses are considered nulls—are both established. For each data set
that is created in this way, each pulse number is labeled as either a pulse or a null. A computer program
highlights the pulse numbers in which the two lists are different. By looking at the “pulses” where the
two thresholds produce differing results, a case-by-case determination is made (by looking at the null
profile) as to whether each “pulse” is in fact a pulse, or a null. The number of times each threshold
produces the desirable result is counted. The data set that correctly produced the desirable result the
most times is then considered to represent the more appropriate null threshold.
Expected Single Pulses Preceded and Followed by a Null is a method of investigating the
randomness of nulls, used primarily on pulsar B0751+32. For each observation, the square of the nullfraction is multiplied by the pulse-fraction, which is multiplied by the total number of pulses and nulls. If
this expectation value is significantly different from the actual number of times there is a null both
immediately preceding and following a single pulse, then there is evidence of non-random nulling.
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RESULTS
The results section has been organized into two parts. The first describes the analysis of pulsar
B0525+21, the second describes the analysis of pulsar B0751+32. In both cases, to facilitate the
presentation, all the figures supporting the analyses are contained in appendices rather than in the
narrative: Appendix I for pulsar B0525+21, and Appendix II for pulsar B0751+32. In each appendix,
figures derived from the specific types of analyses used, are grouped together. A consequence of this
grouping is that during the discussion of results, the figure numbers may appear non-consecutively.

RESULTS FOR PULSAR B0525+21
The figures from Appendix I are organized into the following categories based on the type of
analysis used:
•

Figures 1.1-1.6:

Variation in Pulse Energy

•

Figures 1.7-1.13

Average Profile

•

Figures 1.14-1.25

Longitude-Resolved Fluctuation Spectra

•

Figures 1.26-1.30

Continuous Pulse-Sequence LRF

•

Figures 1.31-1.36

Harmonic-Resolved Fluctuation Spectra

•

Figures 1.37-1.47

Null Histogram

•

Figures 1.48-1.54

Average Profile – Pulses Before a Null

•

Figures 1.55-1.61

Average Profile – Null Pulses

•

Figures 1.62-1.68

Average Profile – Pulses After a Null

•

Figures 1.69-1.74

Null-Length Diagram

•

Figures 1.75-1.79

Burst-Length Diagram

•

Figures 1.80-1.91

Pulse-Modulation Quelling LRF
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Figures 1.1-1.6 represent six independent data acquisitions from pulsar B0525+21. The figures
show a variation in pulse energy plot for each of these observations. (The Y-axis measures pulse energy,
and the X-axis denotes pulse number.) This type of analysis makes it easy to see whether there are
regularly spaced decreases in pulse power. These regular decreases in emission power can be seen in
these observations of pulsar B0525+21.
Figures 1.7-1.14 present the results of average profile analyses. The Y-axis represents relative
intensity, and the X-axis reflects degrees of longitude. Pulsar B0525+21 is a two-component pulsar with a
strong trailing pulse visible in the average profile. P-band observations display an equally strong leading
component (Figure 1.8, Figure 1.9, Figure 1.13), while L-band observations generally have reduced
power in this component (Figure 1.7, Figure 1.10, Figure 1.12). P-band observations also reveal a hip in
the trailing component, that may be indicative of an otherwise undetected inner emission cone.
LRF analysis of pulsar B0525+21 reveals periodicity. Figure 1.14 shows a 256-bin transform of
observation B0525+21.52854l. The major spike between 0.02 and 0.04 frequency*P corresponds to a
periodicity of 32 periods, which is evident in both components. A 512-bin transform done on this same
observation (Figure 1.20), yields a 30 period feature, also visible in both components. A 256-bin LRF
analysis done on B0525+21.52854l data which has undergone PMQ processing (Figure 1.80) reveals two
major features: the largest at 21P, and the second-largest at 31P. A 512-bin LRF analysis of the same
PMQ-processed data (Figure 1.86) also yields the same features at 21P and 31P.
Figure 1.15 shows another 256-bin transform, this time of observation B0525+21.52916p. Here,
two major features are apparent, this time corresponding to a 43 period feature, and an 85 period
feature. Notably, the 85 is almost exactly twice of 43, suggesting a relationship between the features.
The 85 period feature is highly visible in both components, but the 43P feature is more prominent in the
leading component. Figure 1.21 shows a full-length, 636-bin transform of this observation. Two major
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features are again visible, at 40P and 80P, making these results consistent with the results from the 256bin analysis. A 256-bin LRF analysis done on B0525+21.52916p data already subjected to PMQ
processing, reveals the same 85P and 43P features seen in a 256-bin analysis of unprocessed data. This is
shown in Figure 1.81. A full-length 636-bin LRF of the PMQ-processed data gives a single major
bifurcated feature centered at 40P.
Figure 1.18 shows a 247-bin transform of the short observation B0525+21.55283l. There are two
major low-frequency features visible: the largest, at 90 periods, and another at 31 periods. The 90 period
feature may be considered somewhat suspect in the context of a 247 pulse observation. The leading
component shows more evidence of periodic behavior for both features. A 247-bin LRF analysis of PMQprocessed data (Figure 1.84) reveals a single major feature at 33P.
Figure 1.22 presents the results of a full-length 1505-bin analysis of observation
B0525+21.55104p. The tallest feature corresponds with a periodicity of 49P, while the second-largest
feature represents an extra-low-frequency feature in the range of 188-198P. If the dataset is first
subjected to PMQ processing (Figure 1.85), two dominant features are apparent. The larger is located at
21P, and the smaller of the two corresponds with a periodicity of 18P. If these are instead taken to be a
single bifurcated feature, the corresponding periodicity becomes 19P.
Figure 1.23 shows the results of a full-length 1441-bin transform performed on observation
B0525+21.55105l. Two major features are again apparent: one at 32P, and another at 111P. If the data
first undergoes PMQ processing (Figure 1.89), another 1441-bin LRF analysis confirms the 32P feature,
but also yields an unusual 10P feature.
Figure 1.24 shows a full-length 640-bin transform of observation B0525+21.55522l. There are
two dominant low-frequency periodicities, at 36P and 84P. Also visible are multiple other high-frequency
features revealed by this analysis that are not seen in any other observation of pulsar B0525+21. A fulllength 640-bin LRF transform done on this observation after PMQ processing (Figure 1.90), gives three
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primary features: 53P, 25P, and 13P.
Figure 1.25 shows a full-length 1099-bin analysis of observation B0525+21.56164p. Most evident
is a 25P feature located at 0.04 frequency*P. There is also an extremely low-frequency feature (>200P)
that is disregarded because the observation lacks a sufficient number of pulses for such a feature to be
considered reliable. After PMQ processing, the suspect low-frequency feature disappears, as shown in
Figure 1.91. The excellent 25P feature, however, remains completely untouched.
TABLE 3: Pulsar B0525+21 LRF Results
LRF

PMQ LRF

Observation Name Primary Feature Secondary Feature Primary Feature Secondary Feature
52854l

32 P

21 P

31 P

52916p

43 P

85 P

43 P

85 P

55104p

49 P

193 P

21 P

18 P

55105l

32 P

111 P

10 P

32 P

55283l

90 P

31 P

33 P

55522l

84 P

36 P

53 P

56164p

25 P

25 P

25 P

LRF analyses were also performed on long, continuous pulse sequences that are uninterrupted
by nulls. Whereas PMQ removes the effects of subpulse drift from periodicity analyses, looking at
continuous pulse sequences removes the effect of nulls on observed periodicities. Figure 1.26, Figure
1.27, Figure 1.28, Figure 1.29, and Figure 1.30 are LRF analyses of a 42-pulse sequence from observation
B0525+21.52854l, a 52-pulse sequence from observation B0525+21.52916p, a 43-pulse sequence from
observation B0525+21.52916p, a 54-pulse sequence from observation B0525+21.52916p, and a 96-pulse
sequence from observation B0525+21.56164p. A brief perusal reveals that no major periodicities are
consistent between these pulse-sequences.
Null Histograms were used to determine the intensity threshold that distinguishes a pulse from a
null. Observation B0525+21.52854l (Figure 1.37, Figure 1.38) has an apparent null threshold of 0.02
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times the average integrated intensity (written: I/<I>). With this threshold, this observation has a null
fraction of 27.1% (meaning 27.1% of all “pulses” were actually nulls).
A null histogram of observation B0525+21.52916p is shown in Figure 1.39, and expanded in
Figure 1.40. The null threshold here was determined to be 0.03 I/<I>, and the null fraction to be 21.6%. A
null histogram of observation B0525+21.55104p (Figure 1.41) was again used to assign a null threshold
of 0.03 I/<I>, but here the null fraction is 24.81%. In Figure 1.42, observation B0525+21.55105l has a null
threshold of 0.02 I/<I>, and a null fraction of 25.22%. Figure 1.43, the null histogram for observation
B0525+21.55283l, has a higher null threshold, at 0.12 I/<I>, but a similar null fraction of 22.5%. A null
histogram of observation B0525+21.55522l (Figure 1.44, Figure 1.45) reveals a null threshold of 0.04
I/<I>, and a null fraction of 26.2%. The null histogram for observation B0525+21.56164p (Figure 1.46,
Figure 1.47), uses a null threshold of 0.03 I/<I>, and a null fraction of 25.00%.
TABLE 4: Null Thresholds and Null Fractions for Pulsar B0525+21
Pulsar

Observation Name Frequency (MHz) Band

B0525+21 52854l

Null Threshold: I/<I> Null Fraction: %

1405.0

L-Band 0.02

27.1

52916p

327.0

P-Band 0.03

21.6

55104p

327.0

P-Band 0.03

24.81

55105l

1400.0

L-Band 0.02

25.22

55283l

1170.0

L-Band 0.12

22.5

55522l

1177.7

L-Band 0.04

26.2

56164p

325.7

P-Band 0.03

25.00

Evidence of carousel geometry can be investigated by looking at the average profile of all pulses
in an observation which immediately precede a null, as well as the average profile of all pulses in an
observation which immediately follow a null. The average profile of pulses before a null for observation
B0525+21.52854l (Figure 1.48) is very similar to the overall average profile for that observation (Figure
1.7). The extra jaggedness seen in Figure 1.48 stems largely from the fact that this profile was created
with only the 135 pulses that immediately preceded a null, whereas the overall average, shown in Figure
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1.7, was made using the entire usable observation. The average profile of pulses after a null for
observation B0525+21.52854l (Figure 1.62) is, again, very much like the average profile.
Observation B0525+21.52916p yields a more interesting result. The overall average profile
(Figure 1.8) depicts two components of roughly equal power, the slightly smaller trailing component
characterized by a slight hip. The trailing component of the pre-null profile (Figure 1.49), however, is
significantly reduced in power. Not only is the aforementioned “hip” more apparent in the trailing
component of the pre-null profile, but a hip becomes apparent in the leading component as well. There
is even a slight uptick in power in the valley between the two components. The average profile of postnull pulses for this observation (Figure 1.63), is remarkably similar to the profile in Figure 1.49, which the
exception that the trailing component of the post-null profile is slightly broader and squatter.
The average profile diagram for observation B0525+21.55104p (Figure 1.9) has two components
of equal power, the trailing component displaying its characteristic hip. In the pre-null pulse diagram
(Figure 1.50), the leading component is nearly identical, but the trailing component has lost much of its
power, and the hip has nearly separated into its own distinct feature. Figure 1.64 shows the average
profile for pulses after a null for this observation. Compared to the average pulse profile, the trailing
component is nearly identical, but the leading component is far shorter.
The average profile diagram for observation B0525+21.55105l (Figure 1.10) reveals two features,
the stronger of which is the trailing component. The average profile of pulses before a null for this
observation (Figure 1.51), is nearly identical. The average profile for post-null pulses (Figure 1.65) is also
very similar to the average pulse profile, except for a slightly shorter leading component in Figure 1.65.
Observation B0525+21.55283l has an average pulse profile (Figure 1.11) with two components
of equal power. The average profile of pulses before a null (Figure 1.52), begins to reveal slight hips on
the inside of both components, as well as a noticeable reduction in the power of the trailing component.
The leading component of the post-pulse average profile (Figure 1.66) is nearly identical to the leading
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component in Figure 1.52. The trailing component, however, though still smaller than the leading
component, is larger than in the pre-null average profile. It is also bifurcated slightly.
The average pulse profile of observation B0525+21.55522l (Figure 1.12) has two smooth
features, with significantly more power in the trailing component. The average profile diagram of pulses
before a null (Figure 1.53), shows a hip in the trailing component, as well as more power in the leading
component, so that both features are of near-equal strength. The average profile for pulses after a null
(Figure 1.67), has an even smaller leading component than in Figure 1.12. Also visible is a slight hip in the
trailing component.
Figure 1.13 shows the average pulse profile for observation B0525+21.56164p. Notable are the
two components of roughly equal power, and a slight hip on the inside of the trailing component. Shown
in Figure 1.54 is the average pre-null pulse profile for the observation. The leading component has lost
some of its power, and the hip on the trailing component has become more distinct. There is also a very
slight rise in power in the center of the valley between the two main components. In the post-null
average (Figure 1.68), the hip in the trailing component is still visible. Power in the leading component is
reduced, but not as much as in the pre-null average. There is no central rise in power between the
components in Figure 1.68.
Figure 1.55, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.59, Figure 1.60, and Figure 1.61 show
the average profile of pulses determined to actually be nulls. If the null threshold has been set correctly,
and only nulls have been included, no profile will be revealed by these analyses. Indeed, Figure 1.55,
Figure 1.56, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.59, and Figure 1.61 show only noise. Figure 1.58 of observation
B0525+21.55105l shows hints of a leading component, but its location does not correspond with the
location of the leading component in the average pulse profile for that observation (Figure 1.10). Figure
1.60, which is derived from observation B0525+55522l, does display some power in the region of the
average pulse profile leading component shown in Figure 1.12.
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RESULTS FOR PULSAR B0751+32
The figures from Appendix II are organized into the following categories based on the type of
analysis used:
•

Figures 2.1-2.4

Average Profile

•

Figures 2.5-2.22

Longitude-Resolved Fluctuation Spectra

•

Figures 2.23-2.32

Single-Component LRF

•

Figures 2.33-2.42

Continuous Pulse-Sequence LRF

•

Figures 2.43-2.65

Single-Component Continuous Pulse-Sequence LRF

•

Figures 2.66-2.67

Harmonic-Resolved Fluctuation Spectra

•

Figures 2.68-2.71

Null Histogram

•

Figures 2.72-2.75

Average Profile – Null Pulses

•

Figures 2.76-2.79

Null-Length Diagram

•

Figures 2.80-2.83

Burst-Length Diagram

•

Figures 2.84-2.87

Pulse-Modulation Quelling LRF

•

Figures 2.88-2.100

Irregular Pulse-Sequence

Pulsar B0751+32 is a two-component pulsar with a strong leading pulse (Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2,
Figure 2.4). The trailing component is broader and stronger when viewed in L-Band (Figure 2.3).
The HRF analysis in Figure 2.66 is noteworthy. Notice that there is a significant increase in power
visible around 0.25 frequency*P, but on the other side of the diagram, at 0.75 frequency*P, this feature
is much more subdued. This asymmetry may be indicative of long term modulation generated by nulls.
Figure 2.5 shows a 16-bin LRF analysis of observation B0751+32.52916p. Note the major highfrequency feature at 4.0P. Figure 2.14 shows a 256-bin transform of this same observation. The major
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low-frequency feature has a periodicity of 51.2P. Figure 2.27 shows a 16-bin transform of half of the
profile, such that only power from the weaker trailing component is considered. Note the high-frequency
feature in the range of 2.67P-3.2P.
Figure 2.6 shows a 16-bin transform of observation B0751+32.54015p. Once again, there is a
prominent high-frequency feature at 4.0P. Figure 2.15 uses a 256-bin transform on the same
observation. Here, there is a low-frequency feature at 64P. Figure 2.28 uses a 16-bin transform on the
trailing half of the profile. It shows a high-frequency feature at 2.67P.
Figure 2.7 shows a 16-bin LRF analysis of observation B0751+32.55105l. Here the 4.03P feature
is less dramatic than in the other observations, but still apparent. Figure 2.16 uses a 256-bin transform to
look a major low-frequency feature of 96.3P. Notably, this is nearly twice the duration of the 51.2P
feature observed in Figure 2.14. Looking only at the trailing component (Figure 2.29) with a 16-bin
transform reveals a feature at 2.67P.
Figure 2.8 shows a 16-bin LRF analysis of observation B0751+32.55987p. A high-frequency
feature at 4.08P is clearly visible. Figure 2.30 looks exclusively at the weaker trailing component. The
blocky high-frequency feature has an overall periodicity of 2.92P.
TABLE 5: Pulsar B0751+32 LRF Results
256-bin LRF

16-bin LRF

Observation Name Primary Feature Entire Profile Leading Component
52916p

51.2 P

4.0 P

2.94 P

54015p

64 P

4.0 P

2.67 P

55105l

96.3 P

4.03 P

2.67 P

4.08 P

2.92 P

55987p

Figure 2.68 shows a null histogram for observation B0751+32.52916p. Here, a null threshold of
0.20 I/<I> was chosen, indicated by the vertical dotted line. This threshold produces a null fraction of
31.97%. This threshold was arrived at, in part, using a Null-Threshold Comparison, using thresholds of
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0.30 I/<I> and 0.15 I/<I>. Below are the pulse-numbers where the two thresholds differed on their
differed on their assignment of either a pulse, or a null. Pulses indicate where the 0.15 criterion was
judged to be more appropriate, and nulls where the 0.3 definition was judged more appropriate.
TABLE 6: Null-Threshold Comparison for B0751+32.52916p
2

P

175 P

403 P

679 P

983 N

36

P

206 P

445 P

731 P

984 N

60

P

211 P

446 P

736 P

1006 N

64

N

213 P

462 P

738 P

1008 N

101 P

216 P

477 N

744 N

1039 P

121 P

219 N

487 P

765 P

1045 P

124 P

226 P

536 P

787 N

1046 P

127 P

253 P

553 P

815 N

1050 P

139 P

259 N

578 P

831 P

1108 P

147 N

264 P

587 P

847 P

1117 P

156 P

294 P

589 P

864 N

1123 P

159 N

297 N

602 P

875 P

1155 N

160 P

311 P

622 P

878 N

1167 P

162 P

358 P

624 P

886 N

1168 P

165 P

366 N

627 P

887 N

1176 N

166 N

369 P

628 N

910 P

1205 P

168 N

375 P

636 P

921 P

1229 P

170 N

398 P

643 P

926 P

1232 P

174 P

399 P

656 N

965 P

1234 P

The qualitative assessment of each individual non-matching pulse labeled 69 pulse-numbers as
pulses, and 26 pulse-numbers as nulls. Therefore, out of the 95 discrepancies between the two null
thresholds, 72.6% were actually pulses, and 24.7% were actually nulls. Therefore, the 0.15 I/<I> null
threshold was favored by a 2.94:1 margin. The 0.20 I/<I> null threshold chosen in Figure 2.68 reflects the
result of this analysis, namely that a null threshold of 0.30 I/<I> is too high, because it incorrectly tags
too many actual pulses as nulls.
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Figure 2.69 shows the null histogram for observation B0751+32.54015p. Once again, a null
threshold of 0.20 I/<I> was chosen. This gives a null fraction of 30.22%. Using a 0.20 I/<I> null threshold
for observation B0751+32.55105l gives a null fraction of 36.09%, as shown in Figure 2.70. Figure 2.71
shows the null histogram for observation B0751+32.55987p. Here, using a null threshold of 0.20 I/<I>
yields a null fraction of 31.89%.
TABLE 7: Null Thresholds and Null Fractions for Pulsar B0751+32
Pulsar

Observation Name Frequency (MHz) Band

Null Threshold: I/<I> Null Fraction: %

B0751+32 52916p

327.0

P-Band 0.20

31.97

54015p

327.0

P-Band 0.20

30.22

55105l

1400.0

L-Band 0.20

36.09

55987p

325.7

P-Band 0.20

31.89

Inspection of the average profile of null pulses in an observation gives further insight into the
accuracy of the null threshold. Figure 2.72 shows the average null profile for observation
B0751+32.52916p. Notice that some power remains where the first component of the profile is located
—this may be evidence that a null threshold of 0.20 I/<I> is still too high, and is incorrectly tagging a
small number of pulses as nulls. Similarly, the average null profiles of observations B0751+32.54015p
(Figure 2.73), and B0751+32.55987p (Figure 2.75) also show evidence of the leading component.
Observation B0751+32.55105l, however, displays only noise in its average null profile (Figure 2.74),
indicating that here, pulses are not incorrectly being tagged as nulls.
An analysis of single pulses immediately preceded and followed by a null, was also performed for
pulsar B0751+32. The results are shown below in Table 3.
TABLE 8: Expected Single Pulses Preceded and Followed by a Null for Pulsar B0751+32
Observation

B0751+32.52916p B0751+32.54015p B0751+32.55105l B0751+32.55987p

Null Fraction

0.3197

0.3022

0.3609

0.3189

Expected Random
Single Pulses

84.8

131

102

297

22

Actual Single Pulses

36

Ratio (Actual/Expected) 0.43

65

19

92

0.50

0.19

0.31

The number of actual single pulses in each observation was determined by looking at Burst
Length diagrams for each observation (Figure 2.80, Figure 2.81, Figure 2.82, Figure 2.83). The number of
bursts of length 1 is the number of single pulses. The average ratio of actual to expected single pulses
(not weighted by length of observation) is 0.36. Therefore, we observe only 36% as many single pulses as
we would expect to see, were the nulls truly random.
There are several sequences throughout the B0751+32 observations which display irregular
pulse profiles. Whereas one would expect to see a strong leading component, followed by a weak
trailing component, these sequences are characterized by equal power in both components, or even,
greater power in the trailing component. These sequences usually last between 5-25 periods, and do not
seem to appear periodically. While this is insufficient time to make meaningful periodicity
determinations, the LRF analyses in Figure 2.88, Figure 2.89, Figure 2.90, Figure 2.91, Figure 2.92, Figure
2.93, Figure 2.94, Figure 2.95, Figure 2.96, Figure 2.97, Figure 2.98, Figure 2.99, and Figure 2.100 do
provide insight into the average profiles of these sequences. Of additional note, is the frequent
appearance of a central emission feature. This is especially apparent in Figure 2.98.
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DISCUSSION
B0525+21 seems to be characterized by two major periodicities, located roughly at 20P and 40P.
Sometimes, these features become conflated, producing a feature in the region of 30P. The lowerfrequency features observed around 80P and 90P, could be harmonics of these more fundamental
results. It is possible, then, that the carousel circulation time is roughly 20P, and the 40P feature
represents periodic behavior produced every two circulations.
B0751+32 is characterized by three dominant periodicities. These are 51P, 4P, and 2.67P. The 51P
feature may be attributed to the carousel circulation time, while the 4P feature is the major highfrequency feature in the leading component. The high-frequency feature of the trailing component,
visible only when the more powerful leading component is removed from the analysis, appears at 2.67P.
A 96P feature is also noted, possibly representing two circulations of the carousel.
There have been previous attempts to determine periodicities for pulsars B0525+21 and
B0751+32. In 2009, Herfindal [9] noted two periodicities in B0751+32: 60±20P, and 70±10P. This is
roughly consistent with the existence of a 51P feature. However, Herfindal's estimates are based on a
null-fraction of 38±6% [9]. This is certainly on the high-end of the present calculations of 32% for
observations B0751+32.52916p and B0751+32.55987p, and 36% for observation B0751+32.55105l. The
result of 30% for observation B0751+32.54015p is well below this range. The reason for this becomes
apparent when looking at Herfindal's null threshold of 0.36 I/<I>. The null-threshold comparison
determined that 0.30 I/<I> was too high an estimate, so it is easy to conclude that a null threshold of
0.36 I/<I> is vastly overestimating the number of nulls. Therefore, the present results may be viewed as
somewhat of a refinement of the conclusions reached in 2009.
In the same paper [9], Herfindal also notes features at 85±14P and 46±4P in B0525+21. This is in
agreement with the current findings. However, his null-threshold again appears to be high. He uses 0.12
I/<I>, which gives a null-fraction of 28.31%. The current results use a null-threshold varying by
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observation between 0.02-0.04 I/<I>, which pushes the null-fraction down slightly, to the range of 2227%.
While the partially-filled cone model provides an explanatory mechanism for this observed
periodic behavior, there are a few additional implications of such a geometry that should be apparent.
First, a two-component pulsar (like either B0525+21 or B0751+32) periodicities visible in one
component, should also be visible in the other component. This makes sense if one imagines a subbeam
traveling first through our line of sight on the near side of the carousel, and then on the far side. The
carousel is rotating, so a periodicity cannot exist in only a single component. Perplexingly, this does not
always seem to be the case. The 4P feature in the leading component of B0751+32, does not appear in
the trailing component, which instead exhibits a periodicity at 2.67P. Until this contradiction can be
resolved, the fit of pulsar B0751+32 to the partially-filled cone model must be somewhat case into
doubt.
The second implication of the partially-filled cone model is that as a null begins, one component
will rotate out of the telescope's sight-line before the other, and similarly, as a null ends, one component
will rotate into our sight-line before the other. The result of this should be that the average profile of
pulses before nulls is different from the average profile of all pulses, and that the average profile of
pulses after nulls is different from the average profile of all pulses. As was discussed at length previously,
this does not consistently appear to be the case in pulsar B0525+21. The results from observation
B0525+21.55105l make this particularly easy to see. There is almost no difference between the average
profile (Figure 1.10), the average profile of pulses before a null (Figure 1.51), and the average profile of
pulses after a null (Figure 1.65). Because of this, pulsar B0525+21 cannot be said to strictly fit the
partially-filled cone model either.
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